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he Celtic culture which established 
strong linguistic roots in iron age 
Ireland and Britain eventually branched 
into two main houses, that of the 
Brython in what is today mostly Wales 

and England, and that of the Gael of Ireland and 
Scotland. To this day, and throughout the ebb and 
flow of turbulent, traumatic histories, the Gaelic 
peoples of Ireland and Scotland share three constants 
– a common tongue, an early Christian heritage 
and custodians of the game of Iomáin, amongst  
the world’s oldest, extant and thrilling field sport 
spectacles. It is Iomáin which is the root source from 
which Scottish shinty (camanachd) and Irish hurling 
do descend.

There is no Higg’s Boson, ‘God particle’ or big bang 
birthday for either of these modern codes where 

historians, highlanders or hurlers can 
say this is where shinty or hurling 
begins and Iomáin passes. What 
we do know is that if we look at 
the change in hurling over the past 
thirty years not to mention three 
thousand, it is a stick and ball game 
in perpetual evolution, shaped 
by coaching and conditioning 
techniques, technological advances 
in playing equipment, fashionable 
styles or tactics, or just simply rule 
changes, for a sport in its most 
logical sense is its rules. 

An Introduction to Iomain

The Brethern Of The Birch
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What we are left with through historical evidence, along 
with recorded folklore are the flexing geographics of 
Iomáin, both in Scotland and Ireland; not just a sporting 
but a cultural expression and interface. Indicative 
of the shifting sands of time are medieval sliotars or 
liathróit (or cnag, carrig or cricks amongst many more 
playing ball appellations bequeathed to us) discovered 
in regions where the game is no longer a living sport; 

intriguingly where in the northern Ulster lands of the 
ancient Irish tribe, the Scotti, who lent their name to 
modern Scotland, Burt Hibernians did play hurling 
well into recent memory with a camán that was much 
more a shinty stick in appearance than a hurl. Perhaps, 
this is appropriate, as it is in this northern region where 
the historical story of Iomáin begins to emerge as the 
mists of myths fade. It was here recorded that Muiríoch, 

grandson of Niall Naoighiallach, defeated the son of 
the king of Leinster and his company of three score 
youths at Traigh Inbhir, (probably Portstewart Strand 
in Derry) in the fifth century AD before three days later 
defeating another selection in what is today Scotland - 
surely a case for recognition as the first Gaelic games 
international!



“Swift, sea-going curraghs from the north-east coast 
of Ireland first shipped the camán and the ball, with 
Christianity and the Gaelic language, to Scotland.”
-Roger Hutchinson, The Story of Shinty

In the fluidity of the sporting ages, there are constant 
references, either directly or even more enlightening, 
through indirect passing mention of the indigenous 
stick and ball games of the Gael in histories, 
mythologies, annals, ballads and béaloideas in a most 
impressive and extensive body of Gaelic literature, 
held to be the oldest vernacular in northern Europe. 
Other European languages also detail our sports. The 
wordings and etymology of the Gaelic stick and ball 
sports make for fascinating reading, and its variety 
alone illustrates the Gaelic gift for reinvention. The 
poet and entrepreneur, Brian Mooney highlights this 

innovative streak when making convincing claims for 
both the Gaelic Athletic Association founder Michael 
Cusack and James Joyce as the most influential figures 
of modern Ireland – Joyce for his reconstruction of 
the English language, Cusack for his reconstruction of 
Irish culture. He writes:

In spite of the diverse nature of their achievements, one 
thing unites them: each in following his own intuition 
was being singularly true to that peculiar genius of 
the Celt to re-shape, shift or reinvent old forms…the 
life-blood of a culture is its openness to meaningful 
change.

There was much change in the forms of the stick and 
ball games played in Ireland from the cross country 
scuaib which even Cusack had witnessed as a child in 
Clare in South Galway, the camán/shinny/commons 
game played due north of the Dublin Galway railway 
line, and epicentred in Ulster’s communal heartlands; 
the hurling that was regulated by the Killimor Daly 
rules of south Galway’s hurling heartlands and the 
more obscure local rules drafted by James Maher 
of Tipperary before the famine when he worked in 
the mills of County Cavan- the Scots had begun to 
formalise a structure to their shinty sport with the 
formation of the short-lived Aberdeen North of Spey 
club in 1849; to the defining ten year period before the 
establishment of the Gaelic Athletic Association when 
the hurley of Trinity College Dublin (of which Edward 
Carson was a member), the Dublin Hurling Club of 
Dr Auchinleck from Tyrone, the Potterton brothers 
of Newry and Cusack and the Mets of Dublin all 
metamorphosed into the first nationally codified sport 
of hurling, which was in essence, the summer game of 
Leinster and the South.

The game of Iomáin, which had began to branch into 
the two codes of the winter games of camán(Ulster)/

shinty(Scotland) and the summer game of hurling, 
particularly from the seventeenth century to the 
nineteenth century, had with the formation of the 
GAA in 1884 became irrevocably altered. Camán, the 
ground hurling winter game which according to mid 
nineteenth century accounts had been more widespread 
and popular within Ireland than its younger hurling 
sibling, was to fade away, even in the Red Hand 
province where it had been played from the time of 
Conall Gulban and his later kinsman Saint Colmcille, 
where Setanta (Séadanta) had defeated in sport the 
thrice times fifty camán wielding youths at Eamhain 
Mhacha.

Yet as the glensfolk of Antrim, the Mourne men of 
Down and eventually the Inis Owen peninsula natives 
took to hurling, the umbilical chord that binded the 
ancient Scottic tribes of Ireland to western Scotland 
and the highlands was to maintain and nourish the 
heartbeat of camán. For the Ulster camán had for 
some centuries transcended itself onto the Scottish 
shinty and were effectively allowing for regional 
variations, one and the same. And it was the shinty 
men of Scotland, and their influential and active 
Caledonian colony in 1880s Dublin who inspired 
their fellow Gaels with their vibrant games held in the 
Irish capital and stood with them in solidarity, led by 
the businessman Morrison Millar and the socialist, 
John Murdoch during the formation of the GAA, even 
lending its sliotar blueprint type as the regulated ball 
that was about to be thrown in across the playing fields 
of Ireland.

From the earliest days of the GAA, visionary Gaels 
had an international vision for Gaelic sports, a new 
Tailteann games. Plans were soon put in place for 
the first hurling shinty international. The streams of 
Iomáin had been but meandering and were to meet 
again in a full flow.
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Before the codification of sport in the nineteenth 
century, stick and ball games existed as early forms of 
field entertainment and ceremonial practices in indig-
enous cultures across the world. There may have been 
cross fertilisation, or in the case of the native South 
American Aracuano stick game, eradication, of playing 

styles through the ages as 
civilisations and empires 
rose and fell, but the hu-
man impulse to propel a 
ball through use of stick 
or body is a universal 
emotion that lay at the 
root of society’s greatest 
sports today.

The Meso American cultures had strong ball playing 
cultures. The Mayan kings were referred to as “the 
ballplayer” as one of their ceremonial titles. In the 
creation story of the Mayan people, we read of the ball 
playing heroic twins Xbalanque, (Deer Jaguar) and 
Hunahpu (Hunter). A 3,600 year old rubber ball is dis-
played today which originated with the Olmec civiliza-
tion and its aerial stick game is an ancestral forebear of 
the Ulama de Mazo stick games played today in areas 
where later Spanish suppression failed to suppress na-
tive sports. Some ancient cultures had as one of its rites 
a ceremonial catch and kick game in which a human 
skull was used as the core of the rubber ball and later 
sagas refer to brain matter as forming part of a mix 
which shaped playing balls! Marble relief from clas-
sical Greece and ancient Egyptian drawings illustrate 
stick games which stretch back thousands of years. 

Ferocious stick games similar to hurling were recorded 
in North Africa, which was once an intrinsic part of the 
ancient Atlantean routes plied by Irish traders. Young 
hurling stars of today who in their recent charity work 
in Ethiopia, picked up fairly quickly on an ancient 
Abyssinian stick and ball sport much to their delight 
and that of the local players. There has been a sugges-
tion that Roman stick and ball games may have had an 
influence on Gaels given the extensive trade between 
Roman Britain and Ireland, but there is no evidence 
to gauge what if any ludic influence Gaelic or Roman 
culture had on the other. Other stick and ball codes are 
recorded in mainland Europe such as the Hurnussen 
of Switzerland and Sautreiben in Germany. Indeed the 
early ‘áin go phoill’ rules described in the Irish records, 
may be taken up as an outline of an early form of golf, 
thus lending some credence to the insistence of one 
shinty Gael that golf was a Gaelic sport for retired 
shinty players…

It is part of Dublin urban legend that it was their 
beloved ‘hurling’ playing Vikings who sparked the 
phenomenon of early ice hockey. They spread the game 
to their other settlements, adapting it to their harsh 
environments. The Icelandic Viking Sagas from 1000 
years ago mention such an uncompromising ball and 
stick game called Knattleikr.

The Knattleikr ball game was very popular amongst 
the Vikings. It was one of the roughest games invented, 
and often deaths were reported from the games; Viking 
writer Hord Grimkellson reports at the time of a game 
between Sands and Botn, that “before dusk, six of the 

Strand players lay dead, though none on the Botn side”. 
Apparently Tord Blig was the worst, as he was barred 
from playing completely due to his “bad temper, even 
though he was not so strong as to be excluded for that 
reason”. Apparently the worst berserkers were thrown 
out of the game even in those days. From west-Iceland 
it’s reported that at Lek-
skalvollane (“Ballgame 
Shelters”) there were 
annual tournaments that 
lasted 14 days. Shel-
ters were erected where 
people lived during the 
tournaments. The place 
still bears this name.

Not that Olaf, Leif and co. had exclusive rights to stick 
games on ice, nor a monopoly on the perpetration of 
grisly sporting deeds on it. In the superb The Evolu-
tion of the GAA, Ulaidh, Eire agus Eile, we read of the 
unfortunate Alexander Dane who ‘had his head cut off 
playing commons on the ice at Killyhevlin’ in Fer-
managh and of camán being played on frozen lakes in 
south Donegal.  Oral tradition has it that Whitegate of 
Clare and their great Tipperary rivals across the mighty 
Shannon River, Kilbarron, had once played in the heart 
of winter on ice-locked Lough Derg in the eighteenth 
century. In Scotland, chamaire was played on the ice 
‘a mile within the sea mark’ on the Firth of Forth. The 
origins of another modern stick game played on ice, 
Broomball, are steeped in the mystery of time, but 
some believe it to have been influenced by the Icelan-
dic Vikings while others refer to the 
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is claimed by some researchers of ancient 
Irish texts and Omeath Gaeltacht speakers to 
be a form of football, akin to the caid played 
in North Kerry. The Celts of Cornwall used 
to also play a form of football called hurling 
while the Welsh had a footballing derivative 
know as Cnappan and a traditional stick and 
ball game also.

Other native sports such as the stick game 
played by the Aracauno Indians of Chile up 
to the mid nineteenth century or the cam-
móg game played by the Manx of the Isle 
of Man into the early twentieth century 
were to become extinct, a dusty footnote in 
the passage of sport and time, recalled as a 
folk memory on commemorative occasions 

such as the Ireland Scotland hurling shinty 
international played in Douglas to mark the 
millennium anniversary of their Isle of Man 
kindred.

Indians of Eastern Canada, 
who used a ball and stick and 
tree stumps for goals.  How-
ever, the fact that today there 
exists an informal ice hockey 
game in Canada known as 
‘shinny’, a colloquial name 
for the Gaelic game com-
monly used in both the north 
of Ireland and in Scotland, 
casts light both on the far flung 
capacity of our Celtic sports to 
endure, and on the adaptability 
of sporting cultures to new en-
vironments like Hurlingham of 
Buenos Aires and its venerated 
Hurling Club.

Ancient catch and kick games 
were played all over the world 
from Tsu chin in fifth century 
B.C. China to the episkyros 
of the Greek world. Classical 
records refer to the harpastum 
game of Rome and to the large 
inflated Roman ball called 
follis. Indeed to this day the 
original Italian football game 
of calcio (the official title of 
AC Milan incorporates this 
word) is re-enacted each year 
in Florence, and these annual 
derby matches would make 
some of the Compromise 
Rules matches of the 1980s 
seem like gentlemanly affairs. 
Iomáin, or Iomáin le croise as 
distinct from Iomáin le camán, 
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It has often been remarked upon in Ireland that hurling is 
the sport of kings, although there are many other Gaels who 
would tell you their chosen sport is the game of the gods! 
While we have our contemporary hurling heroes fighting it 
out for the claims of king or young pretender on Ireland’s 
biggest sporting stage at Croke Park in front of over 80,000 
live souls and global television audiences, there has always 
been a strong tradition of patronage behind the fabulous field 
spectacles of both hurling and shinty.

From the earliest records of Gaelic sport, there has been an 
association between deity and nobles with them, be it Lúgh 
Lámh Fháda of the Tuatha Dé Danann hosting the great fu-
neral games in honour of his princess mother Tailtiú in what 
is today Teltown in County Meath. These Tailteann games 
were before Rome was even a dream and went on under the 
patronage of Irish kings until the coming of the Normans in 
1169. Conall Gulban, from a branch of the Uí Neill rulers of 
Ulster achieved great fame with his camán across Scotland, 
Ireland and beyond. It was his descendant Colmcille, or 
Columba, that brought commonality and coherence between 
the two Gaelic nations, as the latest excavations on the north-
ern Irish coast testify further to the significance of the ancient 
superhighway of Christendom which was the short expanse 
of sea between the two countries.

It was recorded in Scotland on Saint Patrick’s Day 1507 by 
the Lord High Treasurer that King James IV enjoyed ‘the 
Irish gayme’, despite earlier promulgations outlawing the 
same sport. Indeed it was recorded that the Gaelic ball and 
stick game of cambucam as prohibited by Edward III was 
an early ‘species’ of golf. Yet it was the example of the avid 
shinty player King Alexander I who both Scot and Irish no-
bles generally followed in patronising the sporting spectacles 
of their people, and this patriarchal relationship still held true 
in the establishment of the shinty association in 1893 as it did 

in the case of the first patrons of the Gaelic Athletic Associa-
tion, who represented the power players in the Irish society of 
the mid 1880s.

The barony hurling of the 18th century was often referred to 
as a golden age for Gaelic stick games. It was an era when 
landlords encouraged the sport and in fact were among the 
first de facto mangers of hurling teams (while wagering 
heavily on outcomes!)  even going so far as to offer the18th 
century version of professional ‘bungs’ in the form of incen-
tivized rental lease to leading players. Landlord patronage 
in hurling was eventually withdrawn following 1798 and the 
Act of Union – the game, particularly in the southern counties 
collapsed. 

Things were considered pretty anarchic by some commenta-
tors, even with the gentlemen connection - ‘hurling games’, 
as the late Prince Rainier III of Monaco observed, ‘are not 
suited to the Latin or Mediterranean temperament’. Perhaps 
the good prince omitted unintentionally the robust stick 
games played by the Basque and north Africans. 

Ironically during the early 1820s when tithe hurlers were 
prominent in counties such as Kilkenny, a hurling match was 
arranged at the Curragh to honour the visit of King George 
IV to Ireland with ‘between one hundred chosen men from 
the Counties of Clare and Tipperary - fifty from each County.’  
We are not sure if that particular game took place, as the King 
had apparently took in another appointment in Slane rather 
than watching the hurling spectacle as The Limerick Chroni-
cle recorded. The hurlers of Clare and Tipperary were to put 
on another hurling spectacle in Batman’s Hill, Melbourne in 
1843 which attracted many of the leaders of the new colony 
to attend.

The close clan ties in Highlands Scotland between chieftains 
and kith and kin binded across the world. The new patriarchs 
of the game were not just so on account of hereditary status 
but also accumulated wealth from the age of industry and 
innovation. One of the great ambassadors and broadcasters 
of Scottish sport, Dr Hugh Dan McLennan has outlined how 
Nottingham Forest, the holders of three European Cups, was 
founded as a shinty club by ex pat Scots and matches took 
place at Old Trafford in the 1870s.

The first President of Ireland, Douglas Hyde, one of the lead-
ing Protestant Irish revivalists of the nineteenth century said 
of his own relationship with Gaelic games that ‘the establish-
ment of the Gaelic Athletic Association by my old friend, 
Michael Cusack, I was one of its earliest members - was an 
enormous step in the direction of Irish nationhood.’ His cur-
rent successor, An Úachtarán Michael D. Higgins would have 
his beloved blues of Newmarket on Fergus return to playing 
a more traditional style of ground hurling favoured by very 
many enthusiasts of both codes of Iomáin. His immediate 
predecessor, President Mary McAleese too played the game 
of Camogie. Being a skilled practitioner of the camán did not 
harm political careers either as the Taoiseach Jack Lynch was 
one of the greatest players of them all. 

When the many world leaders to this day visit Frank Dineen’s 
old patch at the modern Gaelic coliseum on Jones’ Road and 
hold a camán like President Obama or Xi Jinping of China, or 
simply engage on the merits of shinty and hurling like Henry 
Shefflin and Queen Elizabeth II did on her recent visit to 
Croke Park, they continue in a tradition that bonds all follow-
ers of this most ancient of field sports, an immersement in the 
sport of kings and men.

Game of Thrones, Sport of Taoisigh
Cluiche na Ríchathaoireacha, Spórt na dTaoiseach



The Caman People
 

Interwoven within the Gaelic cultural tapestries of the kin 
games of hurling and shinty is a common folk heritage, where 
both young Irish and Scots learned from childhood of Fionn 
MacCumhaill and cohorts playing with camáin of gold and 
a ball of silver, of Diarmuid’s skill with the camán wooing 
Gráinne. The Goidelic literature of Scotland namechecks 
also Osgaí, son of Oiscín, as a peerless player. The revered 
status of Gaelic literature resonates to this day, and within its 
words have flowed the language and laws of Iomáin. From 
the time of the Irish king Cairbre and beforehand, and Dál 
Riada’s colonising of Argyllshire and western Scotland in the 
early centuries after Christ, there has been a commonality 
of culture where after 1500 years, it has still been possible 
to hear the native Irish speaking fishermen of the Waterford 
coastline engage in Gaelic conversations with the Scottish 
fishermen of the north.

Iomáin in its earliest forms were part of the way of life. Part 
of the elixir of life too, as the mute Maon (meaning dumb), 
found out having inadvertently discovered the gift of speech 
from a belt of a hurl to his shin which led to his better known 
name of ‘Labhraidh’, the Speaker, arising from his anguished 
cries. The sport has also been part of the darker moments of 
Gaelic society from the mysterious Fir Bolg people, possibly 
related to the Belgae tribe, descending on the Tuatha Dé 
Danann after a particularly vicious match and slewing them 
in their quest to hold Ireland at the Battle of Moytura over a 
millennium before the time of Christ as recorded in the Book 
of Leinster. In the Scottish story of the White Shield, a similar 
ill-fate befell a young camanchd playing garsún, as it did for 
the petulant prince slain by the semi mythical Conall Gulban, 
a revered champion in both the Irish and Scottish sagas, and 
the kinsman of Saint Colmcille (Columba) who himself was 
implicated in the fall out from a fatal death during a game 
of Iomáin. The most ancient of the Gaelic law texts, the 

Meallbreatha (judgements relating to sports) coincides with 
the story of a hurling dispute of some sort in County Meath. 

Lore and legend is also reflected in the toponymy of our 
countries in a number of locations.  In the insightful shinty 
TV documentary, Lean gu Dlùth, we see the Sgiathánach sons 
of the Isle of Skye train hard against the Cuilinn hills, named 
after the first and best known Iomáin player of them all, Cú 
Chulainn.

Later medieval accounts of the early Irish sagas which outline 
the epic life and deeds of Cúchulainn, may be shrouded 
in the variables of folk memory but from these mythical 
mists emerge accounts of hurling spectacles, events and 
warriors, which show how central camán was to the Irish 
consciousness. The Scottish camanachd also traces its 
mythological ancestry with camán/iomáin back to this Ulster 
cycle. In their brilliant 2009 exploration of the development 
of ball playing, camán, shinny (and yes, the informal ice 
hockey game of Canada goes by the same name) and hurling 
in the province of Ulster before the GAA in the acclaimed 
book, Ulaidh, Eire agus Eile, Art Ó Maolfabhail, Roddy 
Hegarty and Dónal McAnallen cast new light on the history 
and myth of Séadanta, (the Gaelic for pathmaker, leader and 
later corrupted into Setanta), also known as Cú Chulainn. In 
so doing, they open up intriguing possibilities for Ireland as 
being an ancestral progenitor of golf, even before the Celtic 
cousins later settled across the sea in Scotland and fine tuned 
the modern version.

It is related how at Eamhain Mhacha, one of the seats of 
power in ancient Ulster, Séadanta took part in a game of 
áin phoill – ‘the driving of a hole’ as it is called in the 
earliest version of the story, written down in Leabhar na 
hUidhre, (The Book of Dun Cow) in 1100 and used a lorg 

ána, or driving stick. In the later Book of Leinster version of 
1180A.D. this game is called cluiche poill, meaning literally 
‘the game of a hole’, and the words, báire, iomána (hurling) 
and camán (hurley) are introduced. Iomáin, literally meaning 
to ‘drive about’, was derived from áin, meaning to drive. The 
terms of lorg ána, áin phoill and cluiche poill have long been 
obsolete in an Irish context since.

 However, Iomáin has never gone out of use in either Ireland 
or Scotland, and later it developed another form iománaíocht, 
signifying hurling. Similarly the word camán, the hurley, is 
universally understood in Ireland and Scotland. 
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It is possible that two different types of play may have 
been confused in the written stories of Cú Chulainn. 
Though it may be a subject of conjecture, there is no 
doubt, that this ‘game of the hole’ with its ‘driving stick’ 
does bear the traits of an early form of golf, but further 
references to this sport in the ancient Gaelic tracts of Ire-
land remain elusive, and there is a case for citing European 
influences and beyond such as the Dutch sport of kolf as 
fusing with our own to create the modern game. The golf 
historian Robert Browning also referred to the ancient 
Gaelic roots of golf in his 1955 history of the sport as does 
the nineteenth century social chronicler, Charles Rogers. 

It is interesting to note that golf actually featured as one of 
the later Tailteann Games in the 1920s. Given the recent 
exploits when besting the Congressional and Kiawah in an 
unprecedented style of a certain young County Down man 
hailing from the McElroy clan in Holywood, the following 
Shaw Mason Survey of north Down in 1825 is of interest:

Amongst their other amusements, the game of shinny, as 
it is called by some, and common (camán) by others is 
of note. Common is derived from a Celtic word ‘com’, 
which signifies ‘crooked’ as it is played with a bent stick 
at its lower extremity somewhat like a reaping hook. ….It 
resembles the game of golf in Edinburgh. Christmas is the 
season when it is most generally played. It prevails all 
through Ireland, and in the Highlands of Scotland. Nor is 
it confined to any sect, as Dissenters and Romanists seem 
to be equally attached to it.

The great game of Iomáin was always the game of the 
people of all creeds, and of all classes. It remains today the 
game of the camán people.  
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Way back in the mists of time, a hero came to Scotland from Ireland. With 
three massive steps, he came bounding over from the green swards of the 
Emerald Isle to the Isle of Skye. Hanging off his thighs and travelling with 
him were 80 other people: 80 more on each arm; nine more spinning in his 
hair. He came to Scotland to compete his education as a fosterling with the 
Warrior Queen Sgáthach; to learn to battle and love. As a gift in return, he 
gave the game of shinty to Scotland.

Historians, though uncertain about exact chronologies, generally testify 
to the both the antiquity and commonality of the ball and stick games of 
the Irish and the Scots. The above legend of the Queen Sgáthach and the 
origins of camán in Scotland, quoted by Dr Hugh Dan MacLennan captures 
through metaphor the common heritage of the Irish and Scottish national 
games. ‘The game of camanachd’, MacLennan continues, ‘is peculiar to 
the Celts of Scotland and Ireland - peculiar that is to say, to the old Scottish 
or Gaelic-speaking people’. Shinty - iomain or camanachd in Scottish 
Gaelig - was introduced along with Christianity and the Gaelic language 
to Scotland around 1500 years ago by Irish missionaries. It is noteworthy 
that Saint Colmcille is believed to have arrived in Scotland as a result of a 
little local difficulty at an Irish hurling match! The slaying of the courtier of 
King Diarmuid MacCerbuill by the son of a Connacht king with a camán 
was to have far reaching consequences both for Ireland and Scotland. For 
Colmcille, who was tied through blood with the ruling O’Neill clan was 
to become implicated in the fallout from this killing by granting sanctuary 
to the young prince, thus incurring the wrath of Diarmuid and leading to 
Colmcille’s own eventual exile to Scotland. Born in c.521 A.D. in Donegal, 
Colmcille is actually the first known historical person to be referenced in 
connection with the ancient game.

Many respected academics and commentators on Scottish heritage 
acknowledge the Celtic Scots from Ireland as the originators of a pan-

OUT OF THE MISTS OF MYTHS,
 GAMES OF OUR FATHERS
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Celtic kingdom which once embraced the north of Ireland 
and the western seaboard of Scotland. Father Ninian 
Macdonald, the shinty historian claimed in the 1930s that:

Shinty is one of the oldest games in the world. It is nearly as 
old as the Gaelic language itself. Wherever in antiquity we 
find that language, be it in Ireland or Scotland, there, too, 
have we shinty with it...The oldest legends and myths, written 
over a thousand years ago, represent the mythic heroes of 
the Gael...as engaging in gigantic matches all over the lands 
of the Gael. At the dawn of history proper, with Columba 
(Colmcille) at Iona and King Brude at Inverness, we have 
historic evidence that the game was played...Camanachd is 
therefore a game of high antiquity.

This is read in stone. At Clonca, at the most northerly tip 
of Ireland, there lies a fifteenth century stone grave slab 
dedicated to an Ionian and bears a striking visual of both 
sword and camán. The Iomáin tradition is strongly intimated 
at in Kells, the Irish Columban sanctuary where the great 
book started at Iona was finished by the monastic community 
domiciled here. For on the Market High Cross, from which 
many were hung during the Cromwellian repressions, there 
is a symbolic stone carved scene of David slaying Goliath 
with what appears to be a camán. Tours from here can be had 
of neighbouring Teltown, the ancient home of Tailtiú and 
the Tailteann games. A survey of the ancient Brehon laws 
of Ireland casts an illuminating light on the significance of 
camán. Fostered children had to be provided with a hurley; 
bronze and copper ornamentation on the hurleys delineated 

between ranks of the sons of noblemen, and immunity 
was granted to a player who injured another during the 
course of play. The most ancient of the Gaelic law texts, 
the Meallbreatha (judgements relating to Irish sports, some 
twenty five of which were identified) coincides with the story 
of Tochmharc Éadaoine, a dispute between two bands of 
youths on Maigh Breá during Samhain, where words occur 
associated with Iomáin such as liathróit and lúib (loop). 
Ó Caithnia in his superb Scéal na hIomána outlined three 
different categories of play; colchluiche, was essentially foul 
or dirty play, cluiche ruidilse was a type of rugged playing 
about and fianchluiche was “full on” genuinely contested 
play. William Sayers presented the Meallbreatha laws as the 
earliest European framework apparatus for any sport. Cusack 
would have grown up within a few pucks of a sliotar to 
Cahermacnaughten, the old 
Yale of the Gaelic Brehon 
law schools, as well as to 
the ancient Kilkeedy school 
of History and the bardic 
school at Finnavara, and 
was deeply influenced by 
this university type learning 
landscape of the unique 
Burren.

 It is no coincidence that he 
chose with Maurice Davin to 
hold the foundation meeting 
of the GAA on November 1 
to coincide with the Samhain 
anniversary of the battle of 
Cath Gabhra, the last stand 
of the Fianna. The early 
Irish had a tremendous 
love of competition, be it 
ball games or the board 
games of winter – and some 
renowned students have 
traced the origins of chess to 
these early peoples. Gaelic 
scholars have recorded 

references to native ball and stick games back as far as 
the Battle of Moytura, near Cong, County Mayo, in 1272 
BC between the native Fir Bolg and the invading Tuatha 
Dé Danann. The earliest Irish myths refer to the Tailteann 
Games, an ancient Irish sporting festival began by the god, 
Lugh (August 1) for almost 4,000 years until 1169 A.D. – 
it was not unintentional (nor in a fit of modesty!) that the 
modern founder of the GAA, Michael Cusack, also went by 
the pen name of Lugh Lámh Fháda. 

One of the leading world authorities on shinty captured 
eighth century manuscripts depicting Iomáin in his broadcast 
documentary on the game, Lean gu Dlùth. An early historical 
reference to Gaelic games in the west appears in the O’Brien 
bard, Lochlainn Ó Dálaigh’s 1565 homage to three hurley 
playing sons of Thomond. The sport had no doubt captured 
the imagination of the poetic orders in Gaelic society. Tadhg 
Óg Ó hUiginn who died in 1448, uses hurling terminology in 
its metaphorical sense to impart life wisdoms – neach nach 
tréig báire an Bheatha, téid beatha is sáimhe seocha (he 
who forsakes not the game of life, foregoes a life of greater 
peace). There were following upon Norman settlements 
in Ireland, new incentives applied to those who were too 
indulgent in the ‘game of life’ to seek new ways. Statutes 
were introduced in 1366 in Kilkenny and in Galway during 
1527 by new establishment forces to quell the popularity of 
horlinge (Kilkenny). Under British law, the 1527 Statutes of 
Galway, both hurling and handball were banned under the 
threat of a penalty of eight pence. All other ball games were 
prohibited except “Football with the grate ball” which was 
encouraged as it was considered of no dangerous rivalry 
to the essential skills of archery for war. The later Sunday 
Observance Act of 1695 did eventually ban football on 
Sundays. These statutes like their Scottish equivalents were 
to have little or no effect in reversing the popularity of the 
sport and indeed one good Scottish king ignored his own 
dictats and partook in the enjoyment of the game some years 
after such was its appeal across all strata of the Gaelic lands.
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In a period dating from the fall of Gaelic Ireland in the 
wake of the 1601 Battle of Kinsale right through to 
the last stand of the Scottish highlanders at Culloden 
and onto the catastrophic famine period of the mid 
nineteenth century, the playing popularity of Iomáin 
was to both rise and fall and become more diffuse. 
And it is in this age, from the Armada to Armageddon, 
that the story of the ludic evolution of the Gaelic 
stick and ball game captures the minds of shinty and 
hurling enthusiasts alike.

With the Flight of the Irish Earls to Europe, and the 
collapse of ancient Gaelic dynasties, came also the 
demise of Gaelic cultural and societal practices as 
Elizabethan conquests became consolidated. The Gall 
Óglaigh (Gallowglass) warrior caste such as the Troys 
(Uí Troide), MacSweeneys, Gallaghers, MacDougalls, 
McDonalds and McRorys, who had defended Gaelic 
chieftains and their territorial interests across Ireland 
via Scotland became lagooned by the severing of long 
established clan ties between the countries as a result 
of the wars. New religious dimensions also emerged 
as Presbyterianism spread strongly in Scotland. 
However, as memorably put by the shinty historian 
Roger Hutchinson, ‘A small undertow in the tidal rip 
of this turbulent part of Scottish and Irish history was 
the game of camanachd.’
 

Old scores were being settled in the fallout from 
the Jacobite wars across Ireland and Scotland. The 
infamous Glencoe massacre of 1692 was preceded by 
one of the most poignant games of Iomáin ever played 
when members of the unknowing clan MacDonald were 
warned cryptically by some guilt laden government 
troop opponents during the match of the fateful night 
that lay in store for them, but caught in the flow of 
the match were never rightly noted. It was during 
this period that the summer Iomáin sport of hurling 
became much commented on and popularised. It also 
attained a more politicized and symbolically potent 
status in the eyes of both the coloniser and colonised. 
An early reference to the game of Báire (another term 
applied to hurling) is made by the English visitor, John 
Dundon, in 1698, when he witnessed a game played in 
Naas, County Kildare.  “One exercise they (the Irish) 
use much is their hurling which has something in it, 
not unlike the play called Mall’.  Dundon goes on to 
describe the composition of the ball or sliotar, also 
giving the dimensions of the hurl. These excerpts were 
taken from the writings of Dundon on 19 September 
1698 in A Merry Ramble to the Wild Irish:

When the cows are casting their hair, they pull it off 
their backs and with their hands work it into large balls 
which will grow very hard. This ball they use at the 
hurlings, which they strike with a stick called comman 

The Evolution Years, 
1600 To 1850 
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and about three foot and a half long in the handle. 
At the lower end it is crooked and about three inches 
broad, and on this broad part you may sometimes see 
one of the gamesters carry the ball, tossing it (soloing) 
for 40 or 50 yards in spight of all the adverse players 
and when he is like to loose it, he generally gives it a 
great stroake towards the goale. Sometimes if he misses 
his blow at the ball, he knocks one of the opposers 
down at which noe resentment is to be shewn. They 
seldom come off without broken heads or shins, in 
which they glorie very much.

There was an extensive list of casualties at most hurl-
ing matches. Not even the fairer sex were spared going 
by some journal accounts as in one match ‘a woman 
had one of her legs broken and another hapless female 
escaped with one of her eyes knocked out during the 
game.’   The famed camanchd Badenoch district, which 
is today home to the Old Firm of shinty teams, New-
townmore and Kingussie, is recorded as adopting the 
same Irish custom described above of binding cattle 
hair into a sliotar, differentiating from the cnag (wood-
en ball) that was primarily used. Peat material was also 
sometimes used along with cork like substances. 

The prohibitive laws only served to reinforce the na-
tive popularity of the sports, particularly as most of the 
other familiar trappings of Gaelic society had become 
eroded in the seventeenth century. In the wake of land 
confiscations that followed the Jacobite wars of the late 
seventeenth century, some of the new landed classes 
began to actually patronise the sport, particularly in the 
south, and prize matches were played and frequently 
reported on in regional publications. There are accounts 
of players skilled with camán receiving incentivised 
rents from patron landlords or de facto ‘managers’. 
Such patronage also brought an international dimension 
to it, earning acclaim from unlikely quarters as seen 
in the story of the Colcloughs. Sir Caesar Colclough 
of Tintern, in south Wexford, a descendant of one of 

the old Norman settlers of 1169 is said to have been 
on friendly terms with King William III (of battle of 
the Boyne fame) and often boasted of the hurling skill 
of his south Wexford tenants and neighbours. William 
eventually challenged him to bring over 21 Wexford 
men to play an equal number of Cornish men, whose 
hurling skill, documented back to the 1500s, and no 
doubt inherited because of their Celtic origin, made 
them foremost among the English as wielders of the 
camán.

Of course the Wexford boys, who had tied yellow 
kerchiefs around their middles so that they would easily 
recognize each other on the field, literally hurled their 
opponents off the field. They exhibited such a degree 
of skill and craft that William and his queen were heard 
to shout “Well done, yellow bellies”, “Fine fellows, 
yellow bellies”. The name stuck to this very day, and 
Wexfordians are proud of it.

 These barony matches were often ceremonial occa-
sions as highlighted by a contemporary newspaper 
account from 1759 referring to a hurling match between 
Clare and Galway, in what must be one of the earliest 
records of an inter-county fixture:

 The teams marched from Gort to the Turlough, two 
miles distant, preceded by a band of Musick, a French 
Horn, a Running Footman and a Fellow in an Antic or 
Harlequin Dress. None of the hurlers were in the least 
hurt, the greatest harmony having subsisted. The Coun-
ty Clare hurlers were elegantly entertained at Crushe-
nahaire the following night and a hundred guineas was 
proposed to be hurled for. The above procession closed 
with many carriages and horsemen; the numerous com-
pany at the Turlough made a fine appearance.

Sinteag, was the Gaelic word for hop, long strides or a 
bouncing motion, and was to become the basis for the 
name of the old Scottish word for camanachd - shinty. 

The below verse, from Iománaithe Chill Cóirne, one 
of the oldest hurling poems in the world, published in 
Jimmy Smith’s Ballads of the Banner refers to hurling 
in the Burren, County Clare long before a future son 
of the same parish founded the GAA in 1884. The type 
of hurling described in this poem was called scuaibín 
or baithe boithe, a form of cross country hurling, a 
distinctly Celtic pastime. References are made in this 
verse to strife and commotion in old Kilfenora, a rock 
like hurler called Canny, ‘better than five men in any 
affray’, and tactics which amounted to trapping oppo-
nents by the turlough!
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Ar chuala sibh a’ cúinse a bhí ar mhuintir Ceallúrach
‘Baint díobh‘s a ‘cur umpú i gcaitheamh a’lae;
Bhí an Canuigeach ar dtúis ann is b’fhearr é ná 
cúigear
Ba mhaith é mar chongnamh i gcoinnibh na laoch
Coinneógadh Diarmuid an cúla má fhaghann sé an 
chongnamh
‘S Beidh lucht coatí dubhacha a’ gobhail romhaibh as 
gach taobh;
Mura lugfaidh sibh go dlúth iad istigh ar a dtúrlach
Déanfaidh siad brúscar dhínne go léir.

Amongst the hurling wild geese and exiled Gaels of this 
time was one Thomas O’Gorman from County Clare 
who was born into a wealthy Catholic family in 1718. 
An imposing figure of 6’6”, he immigrated to Paris 
in the mid eighteenth century to escape the repressive 
penal laws. He immediately set about organising 
hurling matches among the large number of Irishmen 
in Paris. They played exhibition matches in one of the 
city’s parks, which attracted huge crowds of curious 
Parisians. Word of his prowess on the hurling field 
reached the court of King Louis XV and O’Gorman 
became such a celebrity that the king decided to come 
and see him play. Fascinated by his hurling talent and 
impressive physique, the king arranged a commission 
for him in the Irish Brigade where his courage and skill 
on the battlefield earned him the title of Chevalier. 

While the barony matches of eighteenth century 
Ireland, especially in the south was often considered 
a golden age for hurling, with its extensive patronage 
by the new gentry classes from both Protestant and 
Catholic stock, who followed from the chieftains of 
old in cultivating the game, fielding teams of their own 
tenants, with big support and also heavy wagering. 
Conversely, the game of camanchd declined somewhat 
in Scotland after the 1745 Jacobite uprising. One travel 
writer at this time noted that ‘most of the ancient sports 
of the Highlanders are now disused.’ 

Following in the wake of the ruthless suppression of 
the United Irishmen, the Act of Union and the agrarian 
conflicts of the early nineteenth century, the pomp 
and ceremony of the gentry patronised eighteenth 
century hurling seemed well distant in Ireland as tenant 
landlord relationships became militant. During the 
penal days stick fighting with goose greased blackthorn 
or holly bataí was encouraged, as many went on to 
swell the ranks of the Wild Geese European armies as 
skilled swordsmen. A downtrodden peasantry took to 
faction fighting with gusto, and fair days were thought 
incomplete without a good donnybrook to conclude 
proceedings. 

Fair day murders were commonplace, and when 
authorities did intervene, the factions often united and 
turned against them. In some instances magistrates were 
even interested parties in the outcome of such riots. 
Faction fighting was a legacy of a distressed and subject 
society, and it could be argued that warring gangs 
such as the Caravats and Shanavests were to early 
nineteenth century Ireland what rival Afro-American 
gangs such as the Crips and the Bloods were and are 
to Los Angeles today. There are extensive accounts 
of such factionalism permeating their way through to 
hurling, especially in the 1820s (there was also a case at 
Strath Mór in Scotland where an Antrim camán player 
was implicated in the death of a farm servant during a 
match and promptly absconded back to Ireland). Such 
encounters were even given over to bear the ceremonial 
‘rap off’-like traits of the opening dialogue exchanges 
between the shinty captains of Scotland’s district teams 
during the toss up of the camán – bás nó cás; here is 
just a flavour of the exchanges between the camanachd 
captains:

  

   

   Thulla gus an iomain           Gone to the driving
   De an iomain?                      What driving? 
   Iomain camán                       The driving with camain
   De an camán                         What camán?
   Caman ur                              The land caman

The actual game of hurling itself had become less 
warlike in the years preceding the Great Famine, 
and while still retaining the physicality aspect, more 
emphasis was placed on skill, endurance and speed.  

The father of the Irish tricolour flag was the Waterford 
born Young Irelander, Thomas Francis Meagher, who 
was later to also win fame as a Union General of the 
“Fighting Irish” 69th Regiment at Gettysburg in the 
American Civil War. In the late 1840s, he exhorted his 
fellow Irishmen to bring back the ‘old game of hurling’, 
and later supported hurling exhibitions in the US. As 
he spoke those words, a devastating famine that had 
hit Ireland especially as well as Scottish regions was 
then drawing a heavy toll on the very lifeblood of the 
sport. Great gatherings and festivals which had gone 
on throughout the centuries from Maigh Adhair to the 
Hill of Uisneach became no more and the only thing to 
be heard was the silence amidst the depopulated hills, 
glens and streets. This great visitation almost struck 
completely the lights of native traditions and pastimes 
from the Irish countryside and it was into this time that 
some of the greatest leaders of the Gaelic renaissance 
were born.
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THE CELTIC TIMES 
AND PAN CELTIC MOVEMENTS

It has been suggested in recent works that the idea 
of a compromise hurling/shinty contest first emerged 
in the 1920s when challenge matches were played 
between representative sides. Such an oversight may 
be forgivable in overlooking the Cúchulainn-like 
Muirioch in the fifth century AD defeating a team of 
Scots in Scotland (and this in an era before ice baths 
and boosted recoveries!); yet to neglect the context 
of the first planned representative matches in the late 
nineteenth century by the founding fathers of both the 
hurling and shinty associations is to do an injustice 
not only to an early internationalised vision they had 
for their respective codes but  also underestimates 
cross fertilising influences each had on the other in 
its formation. Michael Cusack in The Celtic Times 
newspaper was to later acknowledge this:

The Caledonians of Dublin set Irishmen a good 
example in 1884, and Ireland learned with amazing 
rapidity. It now rests with Scotland to take a lesson 
from Ireland, and go and get up sports for the many and 
not for the few. We are the servants of the Celtic Race, 
and we shall at all times do what we can to further the 
objects set forth on our title page, wherever a branch of 
our race has found a home.

The Gaelic Athletic Association was not formed out 
of a vacuum but was established in a continuum of 
a bequeathed tradition. Cusack, the proprietor of 
an internationally renowned tutorial academy that 

furnished civil servants from Canada to India, raged 
against class distinction and exclusiveness in Irish sport 
in the ten years before the GAA was founded in 1884. 
He once fought against this same establishment to have 
an RIC policeman permitted to compete in an athletics 
meeting as he was disgusted by the ruling on class 
grounds which made the policeman ineligible. Arthur 
Griffith reckoned Cusack ‘one of the most remarkable 
and patriotic men I have ever met – a man in intellect, 
spirit and physique akin to Bulfin. He loved and served 
his country with a wholehearted devotion.’

This was the era of the blooming of the culture club and 
sporting codifications across Europe, part fermented 
as a reaction to the Darwinian, if not ethnic profiling 
in this, the age of growing homogenised hegemony. It 
was clear that without a vibrant cultural and sporting 
distinctiveness, similar to the Czech sporting response 
to Germanization, that Ireland would be permanently 
despoiled of the keystones of nation building which 
the political mass movement under the umbrella of 
Irish Home Rule was then pursuing. Such identification 
between culture, sport and nationality did not take 
hold to the same degree in Scotland as there was a 
more pronounced duality to its affairs of state between 
Scotland as a country to its constituent role as part of 
the United Kingdom. This may have taken some of the 
energy and focus from fully harnessing movements 
uniquely indigenous to Scotland such as camanchd. 
Yet there was no doubting the close pan Celtic ties 
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discernible between Scottish and Irish leaders during 
this crucible age. The respective key players of this 
generation were shaped by the same micro cultures, 
language and knowledge of genealogies. They were 
educated and passionate, responding with their souls to 
the state of their ancient civilizations. The nineteenth 
century famines had shattered many illusions on the 
relevance of the outside world, and both Gaelic Ireland 
and Scotland were encountering profound cultural 
change. Where Cusack himself was born in the heart of 
the limestone landscaped region of the Burren, one in 
every three people had either emigrated or died within 
six years. The Gaelic leaders of both countries had 
confidence, however, that the richness of their traditions 
could thrive still within the modern world and meet 
its challenges on its own terms quite favourably.  ‘The 
idea of doing something for our national pastimes what 
my colleagues were doing for our national language 
was taking firmer hold of me day after day’, he later 
reflected in his Celtic Times newspaper. He also 
reminisced:

About that time (1882) I 
was living with the men 
of Erin of pre-Christian 
times. In spirit I hunted 
with Fionn’s invincible 
hosts from Antrim to 
Kerry. I hurled with 
the Fenians of sixteen 
centuries ago from Tara 
to Killarney. I resolved 
to bring back hurling. 
Other pastimes came on 
concurrently.

It was Cusack’s custom 
to greet people as 
‘Citizen’, and in seeking 

to formalise an organisation that recognised all athletes 
as ‘gentlemen’, that rejected unfair handicapping and 
wagering, and which did not smack of establishment 
centred leanings, he truly was a sporting visionary. 
Cusack had been a close student of all that had been 
going on in Irish athletics. Of the seven sporting 
organisations that were set up in the years leading to 
the foundation of the GAA, Cusack was a member of 
six of them. As John Keane noted ‘it was also his firm 
belief that sport should steer away from party politics 
and religious interference and more towards social 
inclusion – this was revolutionary thinking for its time’.

 Cusack had a strong relationship with Scottish shinty 
enthusiasts. Jim Hunter, the Scottish academic has 
cast much light on the ties between John Murdoch, 
leader of the Scottish crofters, a land activist and editor 
of The Highlander newspaper and Cusack. Cusack 
himself had developed friendships with the vibrant 
Scots community in Dublin during his time as a sports 
administrator in the 1870s and with the backing of his 
Scottish associate, the businessman Morrison Millar, he 
established The Celtic Times newspaper. He had struck 
a lasting friendship with Millar who was a founder of 
the Caledonian Games Association of Ireland which 
Cusack had also been associated with. Others to have 
been influenced to some degree or other by the winter 
camán/shinny/shinty tradition which generally held 
sway north of the Galway-Dublin railway line in 
Ireland and in Scotland and to later contribute to the 
codification of Gaelic sports were Dr Hugh Alexander 
Auchinleck of Ardstraw, Co. Tyrone, President of 
the Dublin Hurling Club in 1883 which produced a 
codified set of rules for hurling one year before the 
establishment of the GAA; the Potterton brothers from 
Newry were also on this committee, and the Tyrone 
Methodist, John Huston Stewart was to become a Vice 
President of the fledgling GAA and a close colleague of 
Cusack.

The Celtic Times had a broad ranging scope, covering 
all aspects of native industries, sport, history, arts 
and culture. In one of one its early runs, the call 
for the creation of a pan Celtic sporting event by 
Michael Davitt, the Irish Land League leader was 
reprinted. It was an extract from Davitt’s earlier 
written response to Michael Cusack’s invite to Thurles 
for the establishment of the GAA where he asks to 
‘make an effort for the revival of the Taltine Games’. 
Davitt opined that ‘a grand national festival could be 
organised to come off near some historic spot, at which 
prizes could be awarded for merit, not only in the 
various athletic sports peculiar to the Celtic people (and 
in this expression I would include the Scotch, Welsh 
and Manx) but in music, poetry, oratory, and other 
kindred accomplishments, to throw prizes open to the 
Celtic race throughout the world, and give a couple of 
years to organise the first grand National competition, 
would, I am confident, ensure a great success.’ Millar, 
Cusack and colleagues were embarking on a new 
initiative that was inspired by this vision, and in 
so doing were to reunite the northern and southern 
traditions of Iomáin.
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The Hickory Meets The Ash
           The First International Matches

In the eventful year of 1887 during which the ambitious 
Celtic Times newspaper had run, Cusack donated the 
Celtic Times Challenge Cup for an annual hurling 
versus shinty game which was to eventually take place 
intermittently in Dublin at least up to 1919. The paper 
had hoped ‘to see our Celtic brethren in Scotland 
adopting a similar course and have matches arranged 
for Hurling contests between teams representing their
respective counties in Irish countries’. The paper called 
for ‘adequate preparation’ to be made ‘for contests on 
a large scale.’ Dr Hugh Dan McLennan, author of the 
definitive tome on shinty, Not an Orchid, wrote in his 
thesis:

Clearly, from where Cusack and Millar were sitting, 
shinty was a key element of possible Celtic revival in 
Scotland.  The Celtic Times pinned its colours firmly to 
the mast, and at a crucial stage in the development of 
the GAA, it offered a clear lead which no other similar 
organ provided in Scotland in the formative years of the 
Camanachd Association.

Links between the revived Irish game and Scotland’s 
indigenous culture were not lost on the readership. 
One Scot wrote, suggesting that there could be games 
between Tipperary and Argyll:

It is, Mr Editor, 25 years since I took part in a game 
of carricks in the Kingdom of Fife and which is the 
counterpart of the Irish game of hurling, but in order to 

revive the “happy auld days that’s awa’” my services 
are entirely at your disposal to assist in organising 
international SHINTY versus HURLING matches 
between Scotland and Ireland, to try strength and skill 
with our Irish brethren.

In a later edition, “a Working Man” described the 
‘invasion of Scotland by Irish Hurlers and the counter 
attack on the Emerald Isle by Highland Shinty players’ 
as a ‘happy suggestion.’ ‘There were enough Irish 
people in the Highlands’ our correspondent wrote,’ to 
establish a series of international matches.  In cases in 
which the national games of one country corresponds, 
almost in every iota, with the popular games of the 
other, arrangements should be come to by which the 
partakers in and supporters of the one set could be 
likewise the bulwark of the other. Since shinty is racy 
of Scottish soil, and so far coincides with hurling, 
an international match with Scotland should be an 
accomplishment of the near future. Let the Scotch hurl 
with the Irish and the Irish play with the Scotch.’ The 
momentum for an international meeting eventually 
picked up a more formal, organised, head of steam and 
by 1 October 1887, this had reached the stage when an 
official approach was made as outlined in the above 
official challenge.

Just a week later, J. J. Kenny, Captain of the 
Metropolitan Hurling Club, the first GAA hurling club 
to be established, made the case for his team to be 

Ireland’s representatives. On 22 October it was reported 
by telegram that the Scottish Shinty Association, at a 
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meeting ‘held on Wednesday night, 19th inst., in the 
Waterloo Rooms, Glasgow,’ were suggesting that the 
International match with Ireland might be played on 
Saturday, 10 December and that ‘the ball be reduced to 
3 inches in diameter, and that the match be played under 
Rule 7.’

Within a fortnight The Celtic Times “Grand Internation-
al Match” Scotland against Ireland for Celtic Honours, 
was being advertised and arrangements were reported 
to be progressing for the first International Hurling 
Contest between Ireland and Scotland to commemorate 
the birthday of The Celtic Times. Not that the devel-
opment of this initiative was without its opponents in 
Ireland. Cusack lambasted a correspondent from a rival 
newspaper organ in his own inimitable style which also 
shows a keen appreciation for the international growth 
of Gaelic sports from the very beginnings of the asso-
ciation:

The aforesaid ass brayed louder than he had ever 
brayed before, and stamped his hoof with indignation 
because Ireland had taken up the challenge of the Land 
o’ Cakes to send a hurling team to meet its team of 
shinty players. He warned the Gaels against this dread-
ful degradation to the national game, and deprecated in 
the strongest terms, any attempt to meet Scotland in a 
brotherly and friendly competition…..It would, indeed, 
be unfortunate for poor Ireland if such selfish and ex-
travagant ideas were prevalent amongst the community; 
she would soon be in a position isolated from the rest of 
the nations on the earth.

Within another month, Mr Henderson had advanced the 
Scottish team’s planning to the stage where a line-up 
could be advertised. It was announced that Monday, 2 
January, 1888, was the day fixed for the match.  How-
ever, in consequence of the deaths of Mrs. Kenny and 
Mrs. Byrne, mothers of the two most prominent mem-
bers of the club, and also of Mr. Kenny, brother of Mr. 

J. J. Kenny, Captain of the Metropolitans, The Celtic 
Times International Match with the team selected to 
play Scotland, was postponed until Saint Patrick’s Day, 
Saturday 17 March. By this date, The Celtic Times had 
folded, the GAA itself was addressing internal issues, 
and the fixture was to fall through. It was to be another 
nine years before camáin were crossed in earnest be-
tween the Celtic nations.

The original plans for the first Celtic Time Interna-
tional trophy were factors undoubtedly important in 
the drive towards greater integration between Scotland 
and Ireland. The resumption of links between Ireland 
and Scotland towards the end of the nineteenth century 
seem to have come about in the aftermath of the forma-
tion of the Camanachd Association in 1893, but with no 
direct input from the fledgling body.

In Ireland, in May 1897, it was reported that “the final 
preparations” for the fixture between Dublin Celtic and 
Glasgow Cowal were complete. A number of Dublin 
Gaels had signified their intention of accompanying the 
Celtics, exceeding all expectations, “while the match is 
exciting very wide and day’s interest in shinty circles”.

It was reported:
There will be some slight departure from the mode of 
procedure usual at hurling matches. Instead of “lining 
up” the players of both teams will take their respective 
places on the ground, the start being left to two in the 
centre who will contend for the ball, thrown in the air 
between them by the referee. This will also be repeated 
after each goal or hail is scored. The goals are twelve 
feet wide by ten feet high and goals only shall count. 
The players will probably number about 14 a side. The 
Cowal colours will be blue and white, striped jerseys 
and dark blue knickers, while the Celtics will sport the 
usual green jerseys, green and white caps and white 
knickers.
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The Cowal Club, whose President was John MacKay 
of the Celtic Monthly, were said to be anticipating an 
immense gate and much benefit from the contest which 
was reported as “the first between Irish hurlers and 
Scottish shinty men on Scottish soil”. The Celtics leave 
Dublin on Friday evening by the Dublin Life Boat, 
and as the time is now so short, all those decisions of 
travelling should give the secretary notice not later than 
Wednesday evening to receive the benefit of reduced 
fare.

This event, which was being looked forward to with 
much interest by Highlanders in Glasgow, took place on 
the Saturday afternoon at Parkhead, by kind permission 
of the Celtic Football Club. Each combination wielded 
sticks peculiar to their respective countries. Those of 
the Irishmen resembling elongated bats. A number of 
the Irishmen played in their bare feet. Mr. MacFarlane, 
Oban, ex-president of the Scottish Shinty Association 
acted as a referee. 

The Scots made a stunning start to the game and led 
8-0 at the interval, with David Chisholm scoring seven 
of them.  What in the opinion of experts appeared to 
be wrong with the Irishmen was that they all crowded 
together, followed the ball, and did not keep in their 
positions. In this way it was often seen that there would 
be four of the Dublin men in a crowd, while other parts 
of the field were altogether unprotected. They did not 
seem to understand the game of passing, but just hit 
out when they had an opportunity, and failed to lift the 
ball in the same way as the Scottish players did. On the 
other hand, the Cowal men played a magnificent game, 
passing, hitting, and shooting with precision.
A larger size of ball, and one similar to that usually 
played within hurling games, was brought out in the 
second period, and the advantage to the Irishmen was 
immediately evident. They had, however, to concede 
defeat in the end by 11 goals to two. At the close three 
cheers were raised for by the defeated team, for the 

victors, and were returned by the victors for the losers. 
The teams and officials of the clubs were afterwards 
photographed. After the match the members of the 
Dublin team were entertained to dinner by the Cowal 
men. There was a large attendance of the supporters of 
both teams. Mr. John MacKay of the Celtic Monthly, 
President of the Cowal Club, occupied the chair, and 
was supported by Commissioners Sharrock, Girvan, 
Mr. Cuffie and Mr. O’Mahony of the Irish Celtic 
League and others.  It was immediately reported that a 
return match was to be played in Dublin on Glasgow 
Fair Saturday, July 17. In Ireland the reportage was 
subdued to say the least. The match of “Shinty” or 
hurling played according to Scottish rules came off on 
Saturday at Glasgow between the Celtic Hurling Club 
of Dublin and the Cowal Shinty Club of Glasgow. 
Cowal 11 goals; Celtics 2 goals.
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The return match was played in Dublin as scheduled, 
in front of a poor attendance in “oppressive weather” 
at the City ground on Suburban Road, Jones Road. The 
Irish were said to have “made a fair show against the
Glasgow men considering the fact that they had never 
before tried their luck at the game”. The referee was 
none other than Michael Cusack (“the well-know Irish 
Celtic litterateur”) who was said to have had an easy 
task “for both teams could not conduct themselves 
better.” Cowal again won, by a reduced margin of two 
goals to nil. It is only fair to state that although the two 
teams were evenly matched, the Irish team could hardly 
be said to have made a representative display. Taken all 
round, however, they made a fine show and deserved 
the congratulations of everybody for having been the 
first Irish team to embark in such a good undertaking.

The difference in the scale of Scotland’s victory 
between the two games has been a mystery which can 
now be clarified. As the second game was fixed for the 

Glasgow Fair Holiday, six key Cowal players decided 
that they would head for Argyll rather than Dublin.  The 
match was also to be played fifteen-a-side instead of 
twelve as in Glasgow, due to the bigger pitch. All this 
taxed Cowal’s resources. They upheld the good name 
of the club, however, against all the odds. Having left 
Glasgow on Friday evening by the Duke of Fife, they 
arrived in Dublin on Saturday forenoon. After partaking 
of some refreshments, and enjoying a drive through 
Phoenix Park, they proceeded to Jones Road. At four 
o’clock the teams formed up on the ground, the Cowal 
representatives as normal wearing the blue and white 
stripes, and the Irishmen arrayed in rather a picturesque 
uniform, comprising green jerseys and white pants. The 
Irish team seemed a very athletic and well built body 
of men, and certainly in the matter of physique looked 
heavier than their Scottish opponents. However, in this 
as in all other pastimes the victory doesn’t go to the 
stronger men, for although slighter built the Cowal men 
showed that they were quite as active and possessed of 

as good grit as the Irish kinsmen.

The match was reported as one of the most exciting 
games of shinty or hurling that has ever been seen 
in Dublin.”  The satisfactory result to Scotland was 
largely due to the splendid play of several of the Cowal 
players, notably Tom Scott (who never played a better 
game than Saturday), Archie Campbell (Leckie) A.B. 
Ferguson, Galbreath and the brothers Laurie. The 
members of the Cowal club returned home with the 
steamer for Glasgow the same evening, highly pleased 
with the Irish trip.

In September of 1897 a letter was received by Sport 
from “an old shinty player” who claimed he was once 
“one of the best players in Islay”. This was none other 
than John Murdoch. In concluding an interesting 
discourse on the similarities between shinty sticks 
and hurleys, and different ways of playing shinty, the 
veteran land campaigner concludes: ‘Of course in a 

great game the men 
were chosen before 
hand and came to 
the field to take their 
sides.’  The irony 
was that it was to 
be another 27 years 
before the ancient 
game would be 
played between Irish 
and Scottish hurlers 
on Irish soil. By then 
Ireland itself, never 
mind camanachd, 
would be very 
different.
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Tailteann Games, Olympism
& The World Of Iomain
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The torch lit by the funeral games of Tailtiú in 1828 BC was to be passed on 
through the sporting aeons shifting form from festive gatherings to inspiring 
nineteenth century visions of both the past and future, until it came to rest in 
the hands of Pierre de Coubertin, the father founder of the modern Olympic 
movement, who spent time in Ireland as the GAA took shape. The growth 
and success of these new international games captured the imagination of 
Gaelic athletes across the world, and in turn Gaelic athletes captured many of 
its titles. During the early years of the association, the parish club was, as it 
is today, the heart of the GAA, and local athletic meetings were a key part of 
its sporting programme.  World records were broken at these rural gather-
ings, with some, such as Peter O’Connor’s long jump record of 7.61m stand-
ing for twenty years. Many of these GAA athletes went on to win Olympic 
medals following upon the revival of the ancient games. Indeed from the first 
world hammer throw record set by the GAA’s first president Maurice Davin, 
at Lansdowne Road in 1876, consecutive Irish champions were to continu-
ally hold this distinction until 1948. 

The American Invasion GAA tour of 1888 was organised with a view 
towards fundraising for a modern Tailteann games revival. The tour was suc-
cessful in increasing the profile of Gaelic games in the US, and although it 
was to eventually end in financial turmoil, it gave a stimulus to the new clubs 
across North America, especially in the east coast metropolises. The tour 
featured the cream of Ireland’s champion athletes, including Dan Shanahan, 
the world triple jump record holder, and Jim Mitchell, the world hammer 
throw record holder. It is noteworthy that the more clustered patterns of Irish 
settlement, especially on the American east coast favoured the growth of the 
traditional sports as opposed to the more dispersed nature of Scottish migra-
tion. 

Brian Merriman’s Cúirt an Mhéan Oíche, written in 1780, one of the last 
high expressions of Gaelic Irish culture, and Robbie Burns’ poetic Ayrshire 
Ploughman words in ‘Cotter’s Saturday Night’ were beloved works of the 
1880s Dublin literary scene. Therefore it is significant that the first public 
function which the newly founded GAA held was the commemoration of the 
Burns Anniversary at the old

Cluichí Tailteann, Dearcadh Oilimpeach Agus Domhan na hIomána

Saint Patrick’s College Hurling Shinty Squad, 1977
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Antient Concert Rooms in Dublin in January 1885 which was 
intended to further strengthen the ties between the Gaels of 
Scotland residing in Dublin and Ireland. It was by all accounts 
an enjoyable and successful night. However, as would happen 
with later interventions in 1934 and 1964, the then government 
in Ireland had its Irish detectives approach these leading Scots 
the next day where they lunched or lounged and let it be known 
that the GAA was suspect in the eyes of British law and order, 
thus fostering politicised divides that had never been part of the 
cultural or sporting discourse between the Celtic cousins. There 
is no doubt that there were different dynamics at play between 
the respective leaderships of the two sporting codes. The GAA 
despite the internal rumblings of the 1890s which almost stultified 
it, remained broadly nationalistic if not radical in its cultural 
aspirations at any rate, whereas leading Scottish historians have 
identified that the shinty leadership was conservative and regional 
in its early approach to the governance of shinty, and there was 
never the same nationalistic identification with the sport despite 
the promptings of some land activists.

 After the internationals of 1897, there was some continued 
if sporadic contact between the codes. The first game of the 
Raparees GAA club, one of the most vibrant Scottish GAA clubs 
was against the Caledonian shinty club at Possilpark shinty 
grounds. Scotland participated as a GAA unit in the All Ireland 
Hurling Championships up to 1913, when Kilkenny defeated 
them at Celtic Park by the score of 10-6 to 5-2. In 1922, a 
Glasgow selection played Skye shinty club in 1922 under the 
compromise of playing the first half under GAA rules and the 
second under shinty rules. Both the Scottish GAA and the shinty 
men of Scotland participated in the 1924 Tailteann Games. 14,000 
spectators witnessed the Scottish shinty team beat Ireland 2 goals 
to one and maintain the dominance of the earlier clashes. The 
sides met again in 1932 but in a dramatic reversal of fortunes, 
Ireland prevailed 6-1. This match was to be the last official 
representative match between the sporting bodies for forty years 
despite strong university playing links between the codes, and 
a joint conference held that drew up a set of compromise rules 
between them in 1934. The Economic War between Britain and 
Ireland and discouraging promptings from the British government 
against continued sporting ties between the countries brought 
according to Hutchinson a ‘self imposed solitude in the country to 
which the Irish had introduced it (shinty) 1500 years before.’

The malevolent intentions of avoiding contact or fusion of Gaelic 
sporting links between Ireland and Scotland’s peoples, though 
discouraging and embarrassing, did not ultimately succeed, for 
the game of Iomáin and its hurling and shinty brethren knew 
that the only clash that counted between their living cultures was 
with the ash of the camáin, and not the whispers of Whitehall. 
This was the spirit in which the hurlers of Ireland and shinty men 
of Scotland played the sport as Irish and Scottish universities 

continued their traditional hurling shinty exchanges. .Following 
upon the 1971 fixtures between Blessed Oliver Plunkett School of 
Dublin and Oban High School, and some enlightened leadership 
from GAA and shinty officials, the international fixture was 
revived in the 1970s. This was done so against a backdrop of 
conflict and mistrust between Ireland and Britain, at a time when 
international teams of other sporting codes did not travel to 
play each other in these ancient Celtic countries. The college 
Corinthians of Saint Patrick’s College of Drumcondra, under 
the guidance of their Registrar, Stiofán Ó hAnnracháin, began 
significant unbroken links from 1977 onwards with their shinty 
counterparts at the height of the Troubles. These early Saint 
Pat’s squads were to produce some of the key leaders of the 
Association today. Also, it was Ó hAnnracháin who was to 
ensure the publication of the most significant history to be 
compiled yet, Ó Caithnia’s Scéal na hIomána. 

The love of their sport had reunited the hurling and 
shinty families. Hurling had grown quite strong since 
the Tailteann games fixtures, and the stars were much 
taken with the compromise code as were students of 
the traditional Gaelic ball and stick sports. A leading 
hurling correspondent wrote in the 1990s that ‘shinty 
has a perceptible purity about it that has been lost in 
hurling. In camanachd, the stick is supreme. Not with a 
player’s hands or feet as legitimate parts of its armoury’. 
In hurling there had been a big shift towards emphasising 
possession of the sliotar in the hand, especially from 
the 1980s on, a playing trend that has even become more 
pronounced in recent years. The spectacle of some supreme 
ground and aerial hurling that is a feature of the modern day 
hurling shinty internationals becomes all the more attractive 
on account of  these modern trends and acquires something of 
a rarity value especially for Irish audiences.  The two sporting 
associations and codes today engage each other in a convivial 
and collegiate way, with many of its influencers having gone 
shoulder to shoulder against each other in playing and organising 
fixtures from the 1970s. This is becoming of custodians of 
an ancient sport and would have pleased Gaels such as Kaid 
McLean, the Scottish referee of the 1924 Tailteann Games fixture 
who penned the following ‘Anthem of Iomáin’. 

No longer are we troubling
About the grand old game
Since we have seen in Dublin 
Both countries play the same
Those camans told of days of old
Of muscle, brawn and brain
So let us strive to keep alive
Our grand old fathers’ game
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Of Lore And Love
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The ballads, poems and recitations of Gaelic games according 
to the great hurling poet, Jimmy Smyth (who holds the record of 
scoring six goals and four points in a single 60 minute championship 
match against Limerick in 1953 and was one of the leading 
internationalists of the 1970s behind the revival of the hurling shinty 
fixture) express:

pride and love of a parish, club, county and nation through the 
playing of the games. They draw strength from love of the scenes, 
traditions, culture and way of life associated with one’s home and 
place of origin. They are a reservoir of thoughts and feelings shaped 
by tradition: an expression of an inner life which cannot be shed or 
changed, a life moulded and shaped from within the framework of 
the customs of the society and culture of its traditional sports.

The modern warrior poet tradition is encapsulated by Gary 
Innes, the Scottish international shinty captain and musician. His 
band Mànran lights up many a raucous gathering and has a big 
international following. There has been a rich vein of lore and 
literature for enthusiasts of the game to draw from. Pilib Bocht Ó 
hUiginn, a Franciscan and professionally trained file, whose death 
was recorded in the annals of 1487AD, castigated the desertion of 
the vow of poverty. He made constant allegorical reference to the 
game of hurling by the word báire– báire being an oft used word 
referring to early hurling. He referred to Judgement Day as God 
applying his ‘winning stroke’, buille báire, without mercy, and 
Mother Mary as buille báire na mbán, the winning stroke of women. 
Tadhg Óg Ó hUiginn wrote in the 1440s of the ‘báire an bheatha’, 
when writing that ‘he who forsakes not the game of life, foregoes a 
life of greater peace’. 

There have been several accounts on the ferocity of exchanges 
between wielders of the camáin. The Battle of the Bloody Shirt 
records in ballad form a sanguinary shinty match played between 
the MacDonalds of Noidart and the Frazers of Lovat. Of interest 
also are the frequent amorous, and not so amorous references in 
the context of hurling. We read of how Gráinne fell in love with 
Diarmuid on account of his prowess on a hurling field, and the same 
account relates how he received a kiss from her for each of the 

three goals he scored. Three Kisses was also the title of a far later 
Hollywood movie depicting the game of hurling, and the ancient 
game was also part of another contemporary movie flick, Rooney. 
The star of this movie later caused an outrage in Gaeldom when 
he described the venerated game as ‘a cross between lacrosse and 
murder’ to an American audience. Hely Dutton in his statistical 
survey of 1808 expresses an even more jaundiced view of hurling 
and its entourages:

  The hurling matches called Goals are very injurious to the morals 
and industry of the younger classes. After performing feats of 
activity, that would astonish a bread and cheese Englishman, they 
too often adjourn to the whiskey house, both men and women, and 
spend the night in dancing, singing and drinking until perhaps 
morning, and too often, quarrels and broken heads, are the effects of 
this inebriety. Matches are often made between the partners at the 
dance, but it frequently happens that they do not always wait for the 
Priests blessing and the fair one must apply to a Magistrate, who 
generally obliges the faithless strep how to make an honest woman 
of her.

One woman lamented the lack of available men on the hurling fields 
in Brian Merriman’s Gaelic masterpiece Cúirt an Mhéan Oíche, one 
of the great Irish masterpieces, written in 1780. The old manuscripts 
record how women presented gifts of sliotars to their menfolk, and 
later accounts refer to young ladies often chosen as the ceremonial 
‘trophies’ of inter village games. Pat Davin, brother of the first GAA 
President, Maurice, recalled his memories of the American Invasion 
GAA Tour of 1887, within the Ó Ceallaigh GAA Collection in 
Limerick. He recounted three old female exiles upon seeing the 
camáin, breakdown weeping and kissing the hurls. Camogie has 
gone from strength to strength since its official structuring as 
Cumann Camógaíochta na nGael in 1904.  It is in the many charged 
compositions that greet winning or noteworthy occasions on the 
local playing pitches that we get a true insight into the shared values 
and aspirations, traditions, culture and way of life associated with 
one’s home, and presents a tirghrá, or love of place that extends 
from Dál Cáis to Dál Ríada. Held deep within the duality and 
commonality of Gaelic sporting cultures across Ireland and Scotland 

is a rich repository of communal values and aspirations. There is a 
multi-layered collection of personal and collective identities from 
the intimate localism of the parish or town to the more diasporic 
forms of belonging.

It is written that to understand a people you must know its sports, 
appreciate how they are inextricably linked to the conceptions and 
evaluations of its society. The extent to which a sport can lend 
itself to the construction of national and cultural identity can reflect 
politically significant ambiguities, and this holds true in the case 
of hurling shinty. When the new Scottish Executive accounts for 
the great game of shinty as both the symbol of Scotland’s past and 
future, it acknowledges the context Iomáin holds for its people, a 
context that goes beyond a mere sport. The sport is for Ireland and 
Scotland an important source of meaning.

Seanchas Agus Grá

The Big Game, courtesy of Clan MacPherson Museum
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    Celtic Cousins 
    And Brother Gaels HURLING SHINTY TODAY

As a field sport hurling shinty is quite spectacular and is highly 
popular amongst players and mentors alike. It is important for 
both associations to have an international representational outlet 
for its players, and the keenly contested matches and intensity of 
exchanges in addition to the different skill sets on show make for 
exciting viewing. From an Irish perspective, it also gives recognition 
to the superb hurling talent of the Ring, Meagher and Mackey Cup 
sides and afford them an opportunity of playing side by side with 
the cream of the McCarthy championship contestants and from 
the Scottish perspective, it affords them an international incentive 
for supporting the extensive promotional work it has carried out in 
the non traditional playing areas and schools of the country. The 
return fixture format has a great opportunity to grow further from 
being an niche international sports event to a cultural calendar 
fixture backed up by extensive club tournaments modelled on the 
compromise rules. There is uniqueness to the games along with a 
change of scenery and stadia for both teams. One renowned Irish 
correspondent wrote of the Scottish international shinty grounds at 
Bught Park, in Inverness that ‘if another stadium somewhere in the 
world has a more awesomely beautiful setting, I want to see it before 
I die.’

WHATEVER THE FUTURE MAY HOLD
The Aberdeen University motto, where the 1861 rules of shinty 
were drafted, are apt for addressing the future direction of the sport.  
There are many issues for the guardians of Iomáin to address. There 
is no official heritage status accorded our Gaelic games by the 
Heritage Council, or by the governing Heritage Acts. No status, no 
support. If the GAA or the Camanachd Association did not come 
into existence, a Heritage Council type would be obliged from an 
act of preservation alone to care for hurling /shinty as part of both 
the national and international sportscape and landscape – the role of 
hurling in forging a national identity would demand such a recourse; 
indeed it has merit as part of Irish Studies courses delivered 
internationally such is its historical vitality as part of the game of 
Iomáin. The Maori culture which is pervasive in All Black rugby or 
Oriental culture from which martial arts sprang have both nourished 

and grown from their sporting manifestations. The International 
Committee for the Study of Celtic Cultures at UNESCO did not 
mention hurling or Iomáin once. A later federation of traditional 
sports at UNESCO also overlooked hurling while recognising Celtic 
wrestling. Uniquely, the GAA has within its own remits as a sporting 
body, the consolidation of national identity; in an increasingly 
globalised world, such vernacular initiative is both precious and 
essential. International outlets for hurling have been few and far 
between, outside of  projects such as the Monaghan Cup, World 
Series matches in Yankee Stadium, Citizen’s Day sell out matches 
of 60,000 plus in Canada over a century back, or the Chevalier 
O’Gorman like initiative of the hurling men of San Francisco 
setting up a hurling club in 1853. The revival of the Hurling Shinty 
internationals along with club and Camogie contacts are important. 
President Michael D. Higgins and GAA President, Liam O’Neill 
were present at the 2012 International Camogie fixture which was 
held to mark the opening of the new County Camogie grounds 
in County Clare; there has been a noticeable crossover of players 
across both codes in Scotland and British Universities levels. The 
Hurling Shinty revival may lend itself to the formation of a future 
International Federation of Gaelic Sports if Olympic recognition of 
Iomáin were to one day become a reality, and the Tailteann Games 
flame rekindled.

Col Ceathracha Ceilteacha Agus Gaolta Gaelacha
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